
South Hills Bible Chapel, Inc. 

Waiver, Release and Assumption of Risk Form 

I herby agree, and knowingly and voluntarily accept, any and all risks associated with attending 
________ (event name) at The Bible Chapel. I acknowledge that my participation in this program is 
wholly voluntary. 

I specifically assume all risks and hazards associated with my participation in events and services 
including, but not limited to, the risks associated with the COVID-19 virus. I understand that I may  be 
associating with staff, volunteers, and other congregants and may contact COVID-19 and other viruses 
and diseases through my participation at The Bible Chapel. Although children, staff, and volunteers may 
have their temperatures taken upon entering, that precaution is not nearly adequate to prevent the 
spread of COVID-19 given, among other things, the relatively long incubation period and the fact that 
many infected persons are asymptomatic. I understand and voluntarily assume the risk that I may 
acquire COVID-19, and that COVID-19 may subsequently be transmitted from me, to my family, and 
members of my household. 

While instruction may be provided, staff and volunteers cannot ensure my safety. Accidents and injuries 
happen, and it is impossible to eliminate the risk that I may suffer an injury or illness. 

I certify that I am in good health, have no fever, and have no current issues that make it unsafe for me to 
participate this event at The Bible Chapel, which may or may not have a medical professional on site.  I 
will not attend if I develop a fever, illness, or tests positive for COVID-19. In the event of a medical 
emergency, 911 will be called and I will be responsible for any and all costs of medical treatment. 

By signing this form, I knowingly and freely assume all such risks, both known and unknown, even if 
arising from the negligence of others, and assume full responsibility for my participation at The Bible 
Chapel during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

PHOTO RELEASE.  I hereby agree, on behalf of myself, to authorize The Bible Chapel to use any 
photographs, videos, and electronic recordings of myself at for  Bible Chapel promotional purposes. 

 

Name (Printed) ______________________________________________________ 

Signature ______________________________________________________ 


